We describe SPIDER, a novel balloon-borne experiment designed to measure the polarization of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) on large angular scales. The primary goal of SPIDER is to detect the faint signature of inflationary gravitational waves in the CMB polarization. The payload consists of six telescopes, each operating in a single frequency band and cooled to 4 K by a common LN/LHe cryostat. The primary optic for each telescope is a 25 cm diameter lens cooled to 4 K. Each telescope feeds an array of antenna coupled, polarization sensitive sub-Kelvin bolometers that covers a 20 degree diameter FOV with diffraction limited resolution. The six focal planes span 70 to 300 GHz in a manner optimized to separate polarized galactic emission from CMB polarization, and together contain over 2300 detectors. Polarization modulation is achieved by rotating a cryogenic half-wave plate in front of the primary optic of each telescope. The cryogenic system is designed for 30 days of operation. Observations will be conducted during the night portions of a mid-latitude, long duration balloon flight which will circumnavigate the globe from Australia. By spinning the payload at 1 rpm with the six telescopes fixed in elevation, SPIDER will map approximately half of the sky at each frequency on each night of the flight.
INTRODUCTION
For over forty years, the cosmic microwave background radiation (CMB) has provided us with invaluable information about our universe. Its discovery by Penzias and Wilson in 1965 1 provided the first strong evidence for the hot big bang model of cosmology. Experiments on the COBE satellite showed that the CMB spectrum is a nearly perfect blackbody with temperature 2.725 K, 2, 3 and that there are intensity anisotropies of order 1 part in 10 5 . 4, 5 The high degree of isotropy of the CMB has provided support for inflationary theory 6 which says that the early universe went through a period of exponential growth. In recent years, measurements of the angular power spectrum of CMB temperature anisotropies have played a major role in the development of a cosmological standard model. [7] [8] [9] These results tell us that the universe is very close to flat and that ∼ 5% of the energy comes from baryonic matter, ∼ 25% from cold dark matter and ∼ 75% from "dark energy". The apparent flatness of the universe provides further evidence for inflation.
The CMB is polarized via Thomson scattering 10 during recombination and reionization with an amplitude that is less than 10% of the temperature anisotropy signal. 11 Measurements of CMB polarization can tighten current constraints on cosmological parameters as well as providing new independent constraints. We have only recently reached the sensitivity level required to measure CMB polarization. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] These measurements show evidence of an acoustic peak structure predicted by temperature anisotropy measurements, thus supporting the idea that the initial perturbations were adiabatic. The WMAP polarization results on large angular scales 9, 17 break parameter estimation degeneracies to provide a constraint on the optical depth to reionization (τ reion ). Sensitive measurements on small angular scales have the potential to constrain the neutrino mass, the equation of state of dark energy and to provide new constraints on the nature of reionization. Perhaps, the most exciting prospect is that it may be possible to obtain direct evidence of inflation through its unique imprint on the pattern of CMB polarization. 18, 19 If an unpolarized radiation field incident on an electron has a quadrupole moment in its intensity distribution, then Thomson scattering can produce polarized radiation. The primary source for both temperature and polarization anisotropies is scalar density perturbations in the early universe. While temperature anisotropies correspond to densities on the surface of last scattering, the polarization signal is coupled to velocity fields which create quadrupole moments in the radiation intensity. Temperature and polarization anisotropies can also be sourced by tensor perturbations from gravitational waves, which create intensity quadrupoles by distorting photon wavelengths. The CMB is polarized when the photons scatter for the last time during recombination (any polarization signal produced earlier is washed away by subsequent scattering) and when CMB photons scatter off of free electrons after the universe is later reionized.
It is customary to characterize CMB polarization as the sum of two rotational invariant components: E-modes and B-modes. 20, 21 In analogy to electromagnetism, E-modes are curl-free while B-modes are divergence-free. They are related to the Stokes Q and U parameters via a non-local linear transformation -the CMB is not expected to be circularly polarized so Q and U completely characterize CMB polarization. Scalar density perturbations only produce E-mode polarization, while gravitational waves produce roughly equal parts E-mode and B-mode polarization. 22 Most inflationary theories predict a spectrum of primordial gravitational waves 18, 19 and the amplitude of its imprint on the CMB is related to the energy scale at the time of inflation. 23 Although the gravitational waves produce temperature anisotropies, their presence is masked by presence of anisotropies produced by scalar fluctuations; the E-mode angular power spectrum is similarly dominated by the scalar component. Only a measurement of the angular power spectrum of B-mode polarization has the potential to provide a clean measurement of the contribution from inflationary gravitational waves.
As shown in Figure 1 , the CMB polarization signal from gravitational waves is expected to be very weak: roughly 1000 times smaller than the temperature anisotropy signal and a factor of several smaller than the scalar E-mode signal. This places strong requirements on experimental sensitivity and systematic error rejection. To further complicate matters, the gravitational wave B-mode signal could be confused by polarized galactic emission and by gravitational lensing which converts primordial E-mode polarization into B-mode polarization. 24 In addition, the conversion from Stokes parameters Q and U to E-modes and B-modes can lead to a loss of signal for spatial modes that exist near the boundaries of the survey region. 25, 26 In this paper, we present SPIDER, a novel balloon-borne payload for observations of polarized radiation at millimeter wavelengths. SPIDER is designed to provide high-fidelity measurements of CMB polarization and galactic dust emission on angular scales greater than 1 • over 50% of the sky. It is both a science and technological pathfinder for a potential future satellite mission to measure CMB polarization. SPIDER will have the sensitivity to place strong constraints on the E-mode polarization signal on large angular scales; thereby, tightening constraints on the optical depth to reionization. SPIDER will provide a large scale survey of polarized dust emission at millimeter wavelengths. In the absence of foreground emission, SPIDER will measure or place strong upper limits on the gravitational wave B-mode signal with a sensitivity that is roughly eight times better than current limits. 9 In Section 2, we discuss the SPIDER's science goals in more detail. In Section 3, we discuss the architecture of the SPIDER payload, the choice of frequency bands and the advantages of using a balloon-borne platform for CMB observations. We then discuss the telescope components in more detail: the optical design is discussed in Section 4, detectors The accuracy with which SPIDER will measure the TT, TE, EE and BB power spectra. The data with error flags are the average results of extensive simulations using the XFASTER 27 pipeline on 200 end-to-end realizations of a simulated SPIDER flight, observing a fiducial CMB sky model (r = 0.1, τ = 0.1). These simulations included the effects of 1/ f noise and gain drifts in the detector system, finite wave plate rotation speed, and finite sky coverage. For the measurements of the BB spectrum on large angular scales, non-optimal separation of E-mode and B-mode spectra by the current pipeline leads to excess uncertainty. 25, 26 Straightforward modifications to the existing pipeline will result in the improved accuracy indicated by the light error boxes labeled "SPIDER Optimal". The optimal errors properly account for the loss of modes induced by the apodization of the mask (in this case a 10 • cos 2 edge apodization of a |b| < 15 galaxy cut) and finite pixelization. The dark error boxes are the optimal errors for a survey covering 1% of the sky (e.g. EBEX 28 ) with a similar number of detectors and amount of integration time; those errors are computed on a circular cap covering 1% of the sky with a 5 degree circular apodization. Separate primordial (long dash) and lensing (dot dash) contributions for the total BB signal are also shown and the shaded contours around the mean BB model show the effect on the high-signal of a 20% uncertainty in the lensing contribution. SPIDER excels in the region where uncertainty in the lensing model is least important.
and readout electronics are discussed in Section 5, and the cryostat is discussed in Section 6. In Section 7, we discuss the control of systematic errors.
SCIENCE GOALS
SPIDER will provide sensitive, high-fidelity, multi-frequency maps of polarization covering more than 50% of the sky. This data will have a strong impact on our understanding of cosmology and the galaxy. SPIDER's three primary science goals are to (i) determine the optical depth to scattering of CMB photons since reionization, (ii) search for B-mode polarization from inflationary gravitational waves, and (iii) to characterize millimeter-wave polarized emission from interstellar dust.
Reionization
SPIDER's measurement of the angular power spectrum of E-mode polarization on large angular scales will place a strong constraint on the optical depth to reionization (τ reion ) which will help in the understanding of early star formation. A variety of astrophysical observations indicate that the universe was mostly ionized by a redshift of z ∼ 6. [29] [30] [31] When CMB photons scatter off of reionized electrons, the polarization signal is amplified on spatial scales corresponding to the horizon size at that time. On large angular scales (corresponding to multipole moments = 2 − 6), the three year WMAP results 17 detect a signal in the E-mode power spectrum which implies that reionization occurred at a redshift of z ∼ 10.5 and that τ reion = 0.09 ± 0.03. As shown in the left panel of Figure 2 , SPIDER will be able to significantly tighten constraints on τ reion -more than a factor of three better than the expected results from eight years of WMAP observations.
Inflationary Gravitational Waves
The amplitude of the inflationary gravitational wave signal is characterized by the tensor-to-scalar ratio r. It is conventionally defined as the ratio of the power in primordial tensor fluctuations to the power in primordial scalar fluctuations at the wavenumber k 0 = 0.002 Mpc −1 . 32 The current limit is that r 0.002 < 0.3 (95% C.L.), 9 and if the energy scale of inflation is near to the energy scale of grand unification, it is likely that r 0.002 > 0.01. Besides its small amplitude, detection of the B-mode gravitational wave component is complicated by three additional factors: polarized foreground emission, gravitational lensing of E-mode polarization into B-mode polarization, 24 and the potential for mixing between E-mode and B-mode polarization when only part of the sky is observed. 25, 26 For SPIDER the frequency bands have been chosen to optimize the separation of galactic emission from CMB polarization. By covering a large portion of the sky and focusing on angular scales larger than 1 • , SPIDER is relatively immune to the effects of gravitational lensing and E-B mixing. Figure  1 and the left panel of Figure 2 show expected results for SPIDER if r 0.002 = 0.1. In the absence of foreground emission, SPIDER will detect gravitational waves at the level of r 0.002 = 0.04 (3σ).
Polarized Dust Emission
As the recent WMAP results show, 17 galactic emission is a significant component of the polarized signal at millimeter wavelengths, especially on large angular scales. The primary sources of polarized emission on these scales are synchrotron emission, which dominates for ν < 70 GHz, and thermal dust emission, which dominates at higher frequencies. While results from continued WMAP observations will provide strong constraints on synchrotron polarization, SPIDER is uniquely positioned to characterize polarized dust emission. Both synchrotron and dust polarization are influenced by the galactic magnetic field; however, synchrotron probes the relatively low density regions of the interstellar medium (ISM) while dust emission probes a wider density range. The WMAP synchrotron data provides confirmation that a relatively simple bisymmetric spiral model explains the gross magnetic field structure in the galaxy, but the role of magnetic fields in star formation and other processes in the dense ISM is not well understood. SPIDER data on large angular scales will complement high resolution measurements from ground based telescopes and optical measurements of starlight polarization in the galactic plane (currently the primary probe of polarized dust emission). In addition, the SPIDER maps can be used to study high-latitude clouds and infrared cirrus, thus providing information about the "local" ISM. Figure 3 shows the design of the SPIDER payload. SPIDER consists of six single frequency telescopes operating in bands centered at frequencies of 80, 100, 145, 225 and 275 GHz (two telescopes operate at 100 GHz. Each telescope consists of a 25 cm primary optic cooled to 4 K. Incoming polarized radiation is modulated by a rapidly rotating half-wave plate (HWP) placed in front of the primary optic and cooled to 20 K. The optical chain couples incoming radiation onto arrays of polarization sensitive, antenna coupled, transition edge superconducting (TES) bolometers. There are over 2300 detectors, readout with time-domain SQUID multiplexing, spread among the six telescopes. All six telescope inserts are housed in a single LN/LHe cryostat which has been designed for a 30 day hold time. The detectors are cooled to 300 mK using a simple He 3 closed cycle refrigerator, one per insert.
SPIDER

Payload Design
All aspects of the SPIDER design have been optimized to be robust, easily characterizable and to mitigate potential sources of systematic errors. The payload spins continuously in azimuth while observing at a fix elevation; this reduces the potential for correlated noise due to payload accelerations at the end of a scan. The on-axis telescope design has a low susceptibility to optically induced systematic errors, and housing the telescope at 4 K mitigates environmental effects. Placing the rapidly rotating HWP in front of the primary optic greatly reduces the potential for systematic errors in the reconstruction of polarized maps. The small size of the telescope aperture puts the far-field of the telescope relatively nearby (30 m); this allows for complete characterization of the telescope beam response before flight using a ground based GHz channels. Right: Likelihood contours (for the 68% and 95% confidence levels) in the n s -r plane obtained by WMAP-8yr only (light contours) and WMAP-8yr & SPIDER (dark contours). Constraining r allows SPIDER to break one of the more severe degeneracies remaining in the CMB data. The SPIDER constraints on τ reion and r represent a reduction in the allowed volume in the n s -τ-r parameter space by a factor greater than 50. The SPIDER payload is designed to obtain maximum sky coverage during the night portions of a 25 day mid-latitude circumnavigation of the Earth. The entire payload is rotated in azimuth at 6 • /s, scanning each of the 6 single frequency telescopes around the sky once per minute. Each telescope is fully baffled from radiation emitted or reflected by the ground or the balloon. A pair of star cameras mounted on the top of the cryostat will allow pointing reconstruction with ∼ 6 precision. The control and data acquisition electronics are conveniently mounted below the cryostat surrounding a small azimuth reaction wheel, and above the CSBF SIP electronics. Up to 2000lbs of ballast is suspended below the SIP.
source. In addition, a long baffle can be deployed that completely surrounds the aperture and prevents direct or reflected illumination by either the balloon or Earth's limb.
Given the azimuthal symmetry of the payload, SPIDER must make observations only when the sun is below the horizon. The daytime portion of the flight will be used to re-charge the batteries using an array of solar panels and to re-cycle the He 3 refrigerators. On each night of observation, SPIDER will map a nearly identical patch on the sky. The accessible sky region depends on the payload trajectory; however, deviations from a constant latitude flight will increase the sky coverage and the amount of cross-linking in the maps. Figure 5 shows the expected sky coverage for a single day of observations and a map of Galactic dust emission measured by IRAS.
Choice of Frequency Bands
The polarization signal from galactic foreground emission is likely to be a significant source of contamination for CMB polarization measurements on large angular scales. Thus, observations at multiple frequencies are needed in order to separate the galactic polarization signal from CMB polarization. For SPIDER we expect that we will need to subtract ∼ 90% of foreground polarization in order for instrument noise to dominate. The expected WMAP 8 year results will provide constraints on synchrotron at frequencies below 65 GHz similar to those achievable by SPIDER (given SPIDER's payload constraints). Therefore, we plan to use the WMAP data to remove synchrotron and allocate SPIDER's bands to constrain the dust component. To determine the optimal band allocation, we performed a series of simulations using expected WMAP 8 year sensitivities, expected SPIDER sensitivities and a realistic model of galactic emission. Given the dust spectrum and instrumental noise constraints (both pixel counts and atmospheric noise increase with frequency), the candidate bands were 225, 275, 350 and 450 GHz. Figure 4 shows the CMB and foreground signals as a function of frequency along with the bands and pixel noise for SPIDER, WMAP and Planck. 33, 34 In our simulations, we use a method similar to that used in Eriksen et al.: 35 first fit for non-linear model parameters (power-law indices and dust temperature) on large pixels, then spatially smooth the nonlinear parameter fields and fix them when fitting the linear amplitudes in small pixels. The properties of dust emission at frequencies below 300 GHz are not well constrained, and both the dust temperature (there may even be more than one thermal component) and emissivity spectral index are expected to vary across the sky. 36 Given SPIDER's expected sensitivity at these frequencies, we find that it is difficult to simultaneously determine the dust temperature and spectral index (even for a single temperature component) on any spatial scale smaller than entire map. Using a dust temperature map ("FDS model 8") from Finkbeiner et al. 36 and fitting only for the spectral indices, we find that we can measure galactic emission to the required 10% precision on maps smoothed with a 30 • window. Keeping the nonlinear parameters fixed, we recalculate the linear parameters on 2 • pixels and find that the our precision on the CMB is 40% less than it would be without galactic emission. Although the 350 and 450 GHz bands would result in a higher signal-to-noise measurement of dust polarization, we choose to operate at 225 and 275 GHz because the extrapolation of data at these frequencies down to lower frequencies is less sensitive to variations in the dust temperature and emissivity spectral index. 
Advantages of the Balloon-borne Platform
A balloon flight is an attractive platform for CMB and galactic polarization on large angular scales. Over SPIDER's frequency range, achievable detector sensitivities (Table 1) are more than a factor of two higher than what is possible with background limited detectors at the South Pole. 37 In terms of raw sensitivity, a 20 night balloon flight would be roughly equivalent to 100 days of South Pole observations (1/2 of a winter season) with the same number of detectors and to one year of observations by the orbital mission Planck which has far fewer detectors and less immunity to polarization systematics. However, for a ground based measurement, atmospheric inhomogeneities will cause excess noise that further limits measurements on large angular scales. This atmospheric contamination increases strongly with frequency and could drastically reduce the effectiveness of the 225 and 275 GHz channels which are vital for foreground characterization. In addition, the engineering requirements for a balloon-borne payload are similar to those for an orbital mission, thus making SPIDER a potential model for a future CMB orbital mission.
SPIDER must observe with the sun below the horizon and must be able to cover a large area of the sky repeatedly in a single flight. This rules out summer launches of conventional LDB flights from the Antarctic or from Kiruna, Sweden, which are daytime only. The SPIDER baseline plan is a constant latitude flight around the world, launched from Alice Springs, Australia. Based on decades of experience launching from Alice Springs, high level and surface weather define a two month launch window centered on December 15. The Columbia Scientific Ballooning Facility (CSBF) has simulated in detail the flight track and altitude variations for the SPIDER payload mass launched from Alice Springs (25.5 • S Lat, 128.5 • E Lon) in early December. Of 75 flights, 69 (92%) returned to Australia in 25.0 ± 4.8 days, while 2 narrowly missed the continent and would have been easily recovered off the coast (SPIDER is designed for a water recovery). The remaining 4 (5%) went outside the bounds (between the equator and ∼ 40 • S) of the simulation. A success rate of 95% is as good as ballooning gets.
OPTICAL DESIGN
Telescope Design
The optical design, shown in Figure 6 , represents a minimal modification to the well-characterized Robinson (formerly BICEP) telescope. 39 The monochromatic, telecentric refractor uses anti-reflection coated polyethylene lenses and is cooled to 4 K in order to reduce the instrumental background to negligible levels. An apodized, 4 K Lyot-stop smoothly tapers the aperture field distribution of the primary, providing exquisite control of both the near and far side lobes. The primary lens has a diameter of 250 mm, and the clear aperture of the Lyot stop is 200 mm which produces a 40 beam at 145 GHz. A rotating half-wave plate operating at 20 K is placed in front of the Lyot stop. The telescope provides a 20 • field of view (FOV) imaged onto the focal plane. Averaged over the full bandwidth, the un-obstructed and azimuthally-symmetric optics result in a negligible contribution to cross-polarization, and produce less than 0.8% instrumental polarization at the outside edge of the field of view. The cross-polar beam response is dominated by the performance of the planar feed antennas, and is significantly mitigated by the apodized 4 K stop.
A combination of reflective metal mesh and lossy PTFE optical filters intercept thermal radiation at the 77 K stage, 4 He vapor-cooled stages and the 4 K Lyot stop. These filters limit the radiative heat load on the primary lens, the Lyot stop and the half-wave plate. The 300-mm diameter, low loss vacuum window (95-mm of closed-cell polypropylene foam) provides an unobstructed view from the cold stop.
Half-wave Plate
Experiments without active polarization modulation such as BOOMERANG03 and Planck, nominally measure polarization by differencing the signal from orthogonally oriented polarization sensitive bolometers (PSB's) which reside at the back the same feed structure. Sky rotation may modulate the polarization signal somewhat, but not necessarily enough to make clean measurements of either the Q or U Stokes parameters using a single detector. To measure polarization with high fidelity in this manner, both detectors in a PSB pair must be accurately characterized in terms of gain, frequency response, instrumental polarization and polarization orientation. By modulating the polarization signal, it is possible to measure Q and U with a single detector, thereby significantly reducing the requirements for individual detector characterization. Common techniques for polarization modulation include a half-wave plate or Faraday rotator in the optical chain, or MEM or SIS switches on transmission lines which travel from an antenna to the detector. If the polarization modulator is placed after the primary optic (i.e. closer to the detectors), polarization fidelity will be ultimately limited by differences between the beams produced by each polarization -this is a general feature of nearly all polarized feed systems. The quadrupolar component of the beam mismatch is indistinguishable from a true polarization signal on the sky. 40 For SPIDER, we have chosen to place a rapidly rotating half-wave plate (HWP) at the aperture of each telescope. Rotating a HWP in front of the primary optic rotates the polarization sensitivity on the sky at four times the physical rotation rate of the wave plate itself, while leaving the beams unchanged. In addition to reducing the potential for systematic errors due beam mismatch, instrument mis-characterization and other systematic errors (see Section 7 for more details), the rapidly rotating HWP modulates the polarization signal at a frequency much higher than the sky signal modulation produced by the scan rate, thereby greatly reducing the requirements on the low frequency stability of the detector. Note that the reflection signal is modulated at two times the rotation rate of the wave plate, rather than at the signal frequency (four times the rotation rate) as seen in the top panel.
Optical performance
SPIDER's use of single-frequency telescopes makes the HWP design and implementation simple. A single birefringent sapphire wave plate coated with a single layer of Herasil quartz on each side gives very good (band average of 96.8% modulation efficiency) performance over 25% bandwidth. The calculations shown in Figure 7 match boundary conditions in E and H (in each polarization) at the various interfaces, and therefore include the effect of coherent reflections at each interface. An improvement in polarization modulation efficiency (to 99.9%) can be achieved by using multiple stacked sapphire plates, 41, 42 but this comes at a cost in internal reflections, phase differences in the 4 f signal across the photon frequency band, and significant cost (for SPIDER's optics, each 30cm sapphire plate is ∼$10K). Figure 7 also shows a calculations of the reflected signal as a function of plate rotation angle; such reflections modulate the photon loading on the bolometers (causing a signal), and also lead to instrumental polarization. Fortunately, effects from these reflections appear at 2 f , and so can be easily separated from the true (4 f ) polarization signal from the sky. Nonetheless, to minimize the effects of the reflections seen by the detectors we will operate the HWP at 20 K, just in front of the 4 K pupil. Wave plate reflections will thus be directed to 4 K surfaces, minimizing their impact.
A 10 cm diameter prototype HWP system has been assembled and tested with a tunable Gunn Oscillator and Diode detector. Transmitted signal vs. rotation angle curves at several photon frequencies are shown in the middle panel of Figure 7 . The amplitude of each curve is normalized to unity, so the polarization modulation efficiency information lies in the degree to which each curve approaches zero at the minima. Over the tested frequency range the HWP clearly performs very well. Table 1 . Observing bands, pixel and detector counts, and single-detector and instrument sensitivities. The latter is obtained by dividing the single-detector sensitivity by √ N det . A total of 2312 detectors are distributed between the six telescopes, with two telescopes operating at 100 GHz.
Rotation
The HWP will be rotated at ∼ 10 Hz. To rotate (cryogenically) at this speed, the HWP will be suspended on a superconducting magnetic bearing and driven by an AC synchronous motor. The magnetic bearing design is similar to what is being designed for EBEX, 28, 43 and is used to minimize the heat load on the liquid helium bath. The wave plate and its drive will be mounted from the 20 K vapor-cooled shields, which allows ∼ 500 mW of cooling power per wave plate assembly. Optical testing completed under controlled thermal loading conditions indicates that radiative cooling of the wave plate will maintain this system at temperatures below 30 K. The drive system uses an AC synchronous variable reluctance motor, which uses coils and pole pieces on the stator to apply torque to high permeability plugs on the rotor. This design does not have permanent magnets on the rotor, and thus drastically reduces time-varying magnetic fields which could interfere with the SQUID multiplexer readouts. A room temperature prototype of this system was constructed and used to drive a rotor on an air bearing; based on that experience, a low temperature version using a magnetic bearing is currently under construction.
DETECTORS
SPIDER will use polarization sensitive, antenna-coupled bolometers 44, 45 (ACB's) operating at a base temperature of 300 mK. Figure 8 shows an image of a prototype detector, the measured beam response and both the expected and measured spectral response. Each spatial pixel consists of a 16 × 16 phased array of slot dipole antennae. The pixel's radiation pattern is defined by the coherent interference of the antennae elements, yielding a ∼ 13 • FWHM beam with a first sidelobe at -15 dB when the 256 elements are fed with equal weights. With the sidelobes terminated at the 4K cold stop, the antenna array defines highly symmetrical beams on the sky, with low sidelobes.
Each spatial pixel has two orthogonally polarized antennae. The optical power is transmitted via superconducting microstrips 46 to superconducting transition-edge sensors (TESs) immediately adjacent to the spatial pixel. 47, 48 TESs have strong electro-thermal feedback and low heat capacity which lead to an extremely linear and fast bolometer. [49] [50] [51] [52] Thermal isolation of the TES films is provided by Si 3 N 4 support legs. Optical power is deposited in the TES by terminating the superconducting microstrip with a long Au meander on the same thermal island as the TES.
The array design has a bandwidth of about 25%, set by the slot length. Optical band definition is provided by a combination of in-line lumped element Chebsyshev filters 53 and cryogenic metal mesh filters, the combination of which provide sharp band edges and no intrinsic out-of-band response.
The antenna-coupled design is entirely photolithographically fabricated, greatly simplifying production. No manual steps -such as attachment of semiconductor thermistors or single-pixel lenses -are required. The integrated components are mechanically robust, and immune to differential thermal contraction. The densely populated antennae allow for very efficient use of the focal plane area.
The antenna-coupled architecture has already been demonstrated. 47, 48 We have thoroughly characterized a series of end-to-end prototype detectors. 45 Radiation patterns have been measured with both optically modulated thermal sources and monochromatic sources, confirming the theoretical predictions. The in-line filters show very sharp cut-off edges and excellent repeatability (Figure 8 ). To test the reliability of the long summing trees, we have fabricated a test device in which a 5µm-wide microstrip is shown to have no breaks or shorts over its entire length of 255 mm and 3,800 step cross-overs. Furthermore, the prototype detectors have been observed to respond with the expected optical efficiency to a blackbody calibrator, confirming the low microstrip loss demonstrated in our previous work. 46 We currently are developing elemental titanium films for the TES, although Mo/Au, Mo/Cu 54 and Al/Mn alloy 55 films are also being tested.
The distribution of the pixels and the per-pixel sensitivities are indicated in Table 1 . In the prime science bands at 100 and 145 GHz, the noise is dominated by and receives approximately equal contributions from the photon and phonon noise components. The contribution from both Johnson noise and amplifier noise is negligible.
The TES sensors will be read out using superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) current amplifiers with time-domain multiplexing [56] [57] [58] [59] to be provided by NIST. Time-domain SQUID multiplexing has been under development for a number of years and is now a fairly mature technology. A scheme quite similar to the one planned for SPIDER is in development for the SCUBA2 60 sub-millimeter camera on the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope. The SCUBA2 roomtemperature readout electronics will be adapted with essential no changes for SPIDER.
CRYOGENICS
The cryostat for the SPIDER instrument will use liquid nitrogen (LN 2 ) and liquid helium-4 (LHe) to provide 30 days of cooling power to the instrument. All six instrument inserts and the ∼ 200 liter LHe and LN 2 tanks will be contained in an outer vacuum vessel (see Fig. 3 ) designed by Redstone Aerospace. While the primary LHe tank will be maintained at atmospheric pressure, a small (∼ 25liter) secondary LHe tank will be controlled at a vapor pressure equivalent to an altitude of 80,000 ft. This will provide extremely stable 4 K and 1.5 K operational environments for the telescope and sub-K cooler. The inserts and the liquid cryogen tanks will be surrounded by concentric vapor-cooled shields and the inner tank will be mechanically supported by fiberglass straps. The use of staged vapor cooled shields and radiation blockers reduces the radiative loading on the optics and detectors. Simple and robust closed-cycle 3 He refrigerators, similar to that flown on BOOMERANG, will be used to cool the detectors to 300 mK from the 1.5 K base temperature.
CONTROL OF SYSTEMATICS
One of the greatest challenges of measuring B-mode polarization at the level targeted by SPIDER is the control of systematic effects. The polarization signal from inflationary gravitational waves is expected to be more than 1000 times weaker than the CMB temperature anisotropies, and a factor of at least several lower than the E-mode polarization anisotropies generated by density perturbations. Measuring this signal therefore requires very good control of various systematic effects related to the instrument itself.
The design of SPIDER has been optimized with these systematic effects in mind. By targeting large angular scales, SPI-DER is able to use compact optics, allowing for precise measurements of the relevant beam and polarization characteristics pre-flight. The antennas, filters, and bolometers are fully integrated on the silicon wafers, and the optics are cryogenic and Total (quadrature sum) < 14 nK Table 2 . Potential systematic effects relevant to SPIDER; the effects and estimates are discussed in more detail in the text. For r = 0.1, the rms B-mode signal is roughly 100 nK, and scales as √ r. We expect SPIDER to be limited by statistics and galactic foregrounds, rather than systematics, in its ability to detect the polarization signal from gravitational waves. under vacuum; parameters related to these components will be extremely stable, even if the gondola's thermal environment changes. The optical design and phased-array feeds provide very low cross polarization. The use of a rotating half-wave plate as a polarization modulator, placed in front of the beam forming optics, vastly decreases the level of many systematic effects. Table 2 provides a summary (modeled after Table 6 .1 in the report from the Task Force on CMB Research 61 ) of the relevant systematic effects and the level at which we expect to control them in SPIDER. Below, we discuss in more detail these effects and our design choices that minimize them; the main point, however, is that SPIDER is designed to be limited by statistics and foregrounds, rather than systematics, in its ability to detect the inflationary signal.
Cross-polar beam response, integrated over the beam pattern, can cause E-B mixing. 62, 63 Calculations indicate the planar antennas used by SPIDER provide high rejection to such cross-polar response (≈ 10 −4 ), while the on-axis refractive optics produce a very small cross polarization (≈ 10 −5 ) even for the off-axis pixels.
Differential Beam ellipticity can mix T (CMB temperature) and E-mode anisotropies into B, with symmetries that otherwise make discrimination of the effect indistinguishable from a true polarization signal on the sky. The planar antennas in SPIDER are calculated to produce co-polar beams with low ellipticity (2-3% max). Hu, Hedman, and Zaldarriaga 62 (hereafter, HHZ) show that a 0.2% integrated quadrupolar mismatch with 1 • degree beams, is required to keep the induced B-mode contamination a factor of two below the gravitational lensing B-mode signal over our range of angular scales. For any feed/optical system, this is a challenging requirement. However, the HWP in SPIDER modulates the polarization orientation without affecting the beam shapes, thereby removing sensitivity to beam ellipticity. We also note that the compact telescope design enables a full characterization of these beam mismatches prior to flight.
Polarized sidelobes on the Galaxy. We have simulated the response of our well-baffled antennas, using Robinson's measured beams as a guide, and found that the response to Galactic emission is negligible for |b| > 20 • .
Instrumental Polarization. We expect roughly 1% instrumental polarization from our optics; however, the HWP, rotated at a frequency f , greatly mitigates this effect. The HWP itself creates a 2 f instrumental polarization signal, which is easily separated from the real 4 f polarization sky signal. Assuming the HWP reduces instrumental polarization effects by a factor of 100 yields the 10 nK rms quoted in Table 2 .
Relative detector gains. The use of the rotating HWP means that SPIDER determines the polarization signal on the sky from each detector individually; detectors are not differenced, so there is no contamination from relative detector gain errors. We have verified our insensitivity to relative gain errors with a full time stream to power spectrum simulation of SPIDER while including a 0.4% relative gain uncertainty between detectors (the level achieved by BOOMERANG03 38 ) -no effect from gain uncertainties was detected.
Polarization angle. Absolute errors in polarization angle can mix Q into U and thus E into B. SPIDER must measure the polarization angles (for each telescope) relatively precisely, but the level required is not difficult for a ground-based measurement. This measurement is made much easier by the compact optics and correspondingly close "far field" of SPIDER; it can be done in a large highbay.
Relative detector pointing. Since, SPIDER does not rely on detector differencing to measure polarization; the rotating HWP eliminates sensitivity to relative detector pointing errors, which instead just cause an increase in the effective beamwidth of the observation after the signals from all detectors are averaged.
Absolute pointing. A common pointing error for both polarizations can cause E to B mixing. HHZ indicates that, for pointing uncertainties of less than 1% of the beam size (for SPIDER, less than 24 at 145GHz) the E-B contamination is much less than the lensing limit at all scales. SPIDER's pointing system is designed to achieve 6 accuracy, leading to the systematic error listed in Table 2 .
Many other systematic effects (e.g. temperature drifts in the optics and cold stage, and common mode gain fluctuations), are enormously reduced by the rapid rotation of the HWP. An added virtue of the rapid HWP rotation is that every detector makes a full (Q,U) map of the sky it covers each night; this enables a multitude of detector-detector and day-to-day comparisons for systematic checks of the results.
CONCLUSION
SPIDER is an innovative approach to multi-frequency millimeter-wave polarization measurements on large angular scales. The payload design is simple and robust with strong emphasis placed on the control of systematic errors. SPIDER will map more than 50% of the sky each night over a 25 day flight. These observations will place strong constraints on the optical depth to reionization and the B-mode polarization signal from inflationary gravitational waves. In addition, SPIDER will provide large area maps of polarized dust emission at millimeter wavelengths.
SPIDER is already in fabrication in the U.S., Canada and the U.K. A test flight from North America is scheduled for 2008, and an LDB flight from Alice Springs, Australia in 2010, pending funding of proposals to NASA and to the Canadian Space Agency.
